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C O N G R A T S !

Congratulations on your engagement! This is such an exciting time, and I’d 
love to help you celebrate this occasion with your friends and families. 

Planning a wedding is a lot of work, but in the end, it’s a ceremony and a party 
that commemorates the beginning of your lives together as a married couple. 
If you’re feeling the crunch of time, the pressure of making decisions, the 
stress of the guest list, then I hope you’ll take a deep breath and remember 
that this is about much more than one day. It’s about your lives together, the 
commitment you’re making to each other, and celebrating all of that with the 
people you love. 

Read on for lots of details about my design process and helpful information 
for you as you begin the process of planning your big day!



H E L L O

I’ve been married for ten years and designing custom wedding invitation 
suites since 2008. I’ve managed tight deadlines and complex design 
requests. Designing the stationery piece of a wedding is a passion for me, but 
ultimately, I’m passionate about the relationships that make up this event - 
families, friends and the couple that brings them all together.

My aesthetic is clean and modern, with a nod to the significance inherent in 
this important celebration. I love incorporating a pop of pattern or a recurring 
detail that ties everything together. There are so many layers to wedding 
stationery, from invitations and envelope liners to place cards and thank 
you notes. For me, this just means there are myriad opportunities to merge 
your personal styles with the tone and feel you want to convey to your guests 
through stationery.

I believe great custom design weaves the story of a couple into the paper for 
their event. It can marry styles that are both timeless and modern, sleek and 
unique, simple and special. Let’s get started!



WHY CUSTOM?

There are so many great options for wedding invitations these days, but 
custom design offers something unique, special and high-end. It affords you 
the opportunity to tell your story from the save-the-date to the invitations, 
programs and menus. It allows you to convey a very personal tone, a feeling.

CUSTOM DESIGN MAY BE FOR YOU IF...

  + you’re sophisticated, stylish and care about the details
  + you want to generate excitement for your guests 
  + you’re discerning when it comes to fonts, colors and layouts
  + you want a particular tone to carry throughout your event
  + you want to include lots of printed elements in your wedding
  + you know what you like (and what you don’t!)
  + you think design is in the details

Does this ring a WEDDING bell?



TONE vs.  STYLE

TONE
warmth

love
romance

fun
tradition

formal or informal

TIP Pick a quote, phrase or lyric that has 
significance to you as a couple.

The TONE of your event is the feeling you want your guests to have as they 
anticipate, experience and remember your wedding.

The STYLE is how you’ll convey that feeling.

STYLE
modern

bohemian
minimal

sophisticated
preppy

traditional or trendsetting

TIP Consider how you dress or decorate. How 
would you describe your favorite stores? 

A formal wedding can also be playful. Modern style can also convey warmth.
Come up with a string of adjectives to describe your tone and style.

I promise your wedding vendors will thank you.



PAPER + PRINT

For weddings, I generally recommend using a medium to thick cotton paper. It’s 
beautiful, has a slightly textured feel, is matte in finish, soft to the touch and all-
around really special. The Savoy cotton I use for digital printing and the Crane’s 

lettra used for letterpress both come in white and off-white variations.

PAPER

Savoy Cotton
 + 28 pt and double-thick
 + used for digital and digital/foil

Crane’s Lettra
 + the gold-standard in letterpress
 + 110 gsm / my go-to paper
 + 220 gsm / crazy gorgeous and  
 super thick

Note: I use a thinner weight paper 
for envelope liners and belly bands.

PRINT

Digital $
+ use as many colors as you like
+ exceptional quality for flat-printing

Letterpress $$
+ price depends on number of colors
+ a plate is pressed into the paper, so 
the text will have a textured feel

Foil $$$
+ a custom plate presses metallic foil 
into the paper for a high sheen effect



THE SUITE

The wonderful thing about custom is you can include what you like for your 
wedding suite. Here are some elements to consider as you begin planning. All of 

the sizes can be customized, but these will give you an idea of industry standards.

FOR MAILING

Save-the-Date
Invitation

Reception card
Details card

Reply card (or postcard)
Envelopes and liners

Thank you note

Industry standards for sizing
+ A7: 5 x 7 inches 
+ A6: 4.5 x 6.25 inches
+ A2: 4.25 x 5.5 inches
+ 4 bar: 3.5 x 4.825 inches

THE EXTRAS

These elements can vary in size - 
the sky’s the limit!

Programs
Menus

Place cards
Favor tags

Wedding certificate
Guest book design

Special envelopes / pocket-folds
Signage

Envelope addressing
Hand-assembly of invitations



let’s talk PROCESS

Custom work takes time, but a few things will help usher the process smoothly. Defining 
your tone and style (and then sticking to them!) will ensure I have the information I 

need to design for you. Let’s nail down as much as we can early on, and I promise the 
process will go as quickly as possible. Here’s a sample timeline...

Get Started
1 week

Moodboard
1 weeks

Invitation Design
1-2 weeks

First Revision
up to 2 weeks

+ dicuss tone, style and pieces you’d like to get started
+ receive a customized quote for your suite
+ pay deposit (30% of estimated total) + let’s get designing!

+ if you don’t have a moodboard, I’ll put one together for you
+ we’ll settle on color scheme, style and tone for your suite
+ you’ll send me feedback - likes, dislikes, preferences

+ I’ll design 2-4 variations on your invitation 
+ you’ll send me feedback with layout and design preferences
+ we’ll do a second round if needed

+ I’ll design a suite based on your invitation
+ you’ll receive digital files of all of the elements
+ look everything over and send me feedback



Second Revision
3-5 weekdays

Additional Revisions

Approval + Payment

Print
2-3 weeks

Package + Ship

+ I’ll make modifications and email back for your approval
+ we’ll do a third revision if absolutely necessary
+ be sure to proofread!

+ additional revisions will add time and may incur additional cost

+ decide on final quantities and pay balance
+ approve all pieces via email before going to print

+ go to print!
+ I’ll keep you updated on any delays, but standard printing time for 
letterpress and foil is 2-3 weeks. Digital is 1-2 weeks.

+ I’ll package and ship your stationery as soon as it’s ready to go
+ you’ll receive updates, confirmation of shipment and tracking details 
so you know exactly when to expect your stationery

the PROCESS continued

All times are estimates, with maximum times listed. I can work quickly if I’m clear 
on your preferences! The more detailed your feedback, the better, so be sure to either 

call or email with questions, concerns, likes and dislikes.



Interested? ME TOO.

I’d love to get to know you and get started on this 
process as soon as you’re ready. Email me at 

catherine@green-fingerprint.com

and we’ll either communicate that way or set up a time 
to chat on the phone, if that’s your preference.

 
I’m also happy to send you some samples

and a custom quote.

Congratulations and I look forward
to working with you!

xo, 
Catherine
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